
5 PIECE SOFTFINISH X HEAVY DUTY
SLOTTED AND PHILLIPS 
SCREWDRIVER SET

DESCRIPTION:

XHeavy Duty 5 Piece Set Phillips/Slotted Wiha SoftFinish Driver Handles are the standard 
for professional quality. Featuring an 8-edged large-diameter comfort grip, SoftFinish 



provides puts the maximum surface area in the palm of your hand for efficient torque and 
less fatigue. Each handle is sized proportionately to their driver blade profile or intended 
application to enable optimal turn-force. Constructed of direct-molded dual durometer 
materials the SoftFinish driver handle stands up to the heavy everyday use of professionals.
The Extra Heavy Design features a metal striking cap for hammer impact resistance and 
hex bolstered blades for wrenching function and torque strength. Wiha screwdrivers consist 
of premium-quality tool steel engineered for performance in high-demand environments 
pros see every day. Each driver blade is precisely heat-treated to delivering years of service
life, and the driver tips are precision machined for an exact fit, nearly eliminating the 
potential for fastener head cam-out. Wiha premium quality SoftFinish Drivers are designed 
and engineered by Wiha Germany, Manufactured in Germany, and backed by the Wiha No 
Hassle Guarantee. 

 Set Includes: Phillips #1, #2 | Slotted 6.5, 8.0 10.0mm
 SoftFinish cushion grip handle for comfort and control
 Handle direct molded to blade for permanent bond
 Handle sized proportionate to blade for consistent mechanical advantage
 Parallel flats for roll-off prevention
 Exact fit precision machined tip for reduced cam-out
 Wiha premium quality tool steel for strength and durability
 Tip profile labeled on cap for easy identification
 Backed by the Wiha No Hassle Guarantee
 Manufactured in Germany

SPECS:

 SKU: 53095
 UPC: 084705530956
 Country of Origin: Germany
 Packaging: Clamshell
 Weight lb: 2.13 lb
 Case Pack Quantity: 1
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